
The "Six-Figure

Second Income "

Product Idea Generator

From pages 28-43 of

the book: Ask yourself

these key questions:

What problem have you solved?

What can you demonstrate?

What have you researched on the web and discovered?

What are the best resources you've found?

How do things fit together?

What variations on a theme could you explore?

What have you tested?

How can you appeal to rabid hobbyists (collectors)?

Now consider

other questions:

What frustrates or confuses users?
"The Step-by-Step Method of..."

Can you make something
more user-friendly?

Make it longer and more comprehensive

Make it shorter and more of a reference work

You could offer to create an improved manual for a small company in exchange for bartered goods
(Jon did this and received a product worth thousands of dollars he otherwise would have bought)

What is outdated that you could update?
"The 2011 Guide To..."

What might people need suddenly?

A pocket guide

To what to say and do if you are in a car accident

Useful knots for urban dwellers

"What to do when...."

What could you bring together and make the most comprehensive?
"The 'A to Z' Guide to..."

What could you customize for people?
"The Italian Visitor's Guide to..."

What might vary by age?

"A Teenager's Guide to..."

"A Young Single's Guide to.."

What relates to your

geographic location?

Something funny, as in "How to talk Bostonian"

Seasonal attractions in your area

Unusual maps
"The Best Bars In..."

"101 Farm stands in the Kansas City Area"

What samples and examples could
you collect for people to use?

People have made good money compiling form letters for all occasions

What could you create that is inspirational?
"365 Thoughts for Triathletes"

Are you an "insider" with
anything? If so, create a guide

To surviving at a particular college

To finding the best bargains in town

How To Select Truly Great Replacement Windows And Save Thousands..."

What other interesting angles do you see people taking in magazines and books?

Never mind their topic--just look at their stuff as a template to use for your topic.

Once you generate some ideas from the items above, write them down and revisit pages 64-65

of the "Six Figure Second Income" book. That's the chart with 42 different formats your product

can take. This process should result in a great many ideas for specific products.

Just remember: Don't over-analyze, but have a bias toward early action!
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